Course Overview

This course aims to provide you with a functional understanding of feeder methods, Policy Xpress policies, and reporting in CA Identity Suite. You will discover how the different feeder functions enable you to quickly import large numbers of users and objects into CA Identity Manager. Uncover the powerful capabilities of Policy Xpress that help you create complex business logic without the need to develop custom code. And by generating CA Identity Manager reports from management data, you can analyze the relationship between objects in your CA Identity Manager environment and view the system status at a certain point or system activity over a time period.

What You Will Learn

- Identify the methods for importing users and objects into CA Identity Manager
- Identify the features of Policy Xpress policies
- Identify the reporting features in CA Identity Manager
WHO SHOULD ATTEND

- System Administrator
- Security Administrator
- Application Administrator
- IT Security Analyst
- IT Security Auditor
- IT Architect
- Technical Support Analyst
- Partner

Course Agenda

Module 1: Describe Feeder Functionality and Policy Xpress Policies in CA Identity Manager

- Identify the feeder methods for importing users and objects into CA Identity Manager
- Describe Policy Xpress policies

Module 2: Describe Reporting Functionality in CA Identity Manager

- Identify the reporting features in CA Identity Manager
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